Summit talks: Good’ but lack agreement

By By Terrence Hunt

HOUSTON — Leaders of the world’s seven wealthiest nations met Monday to try to ease sanctions against Russia, while Gorbachev’s axis of autocrats tested the harmony as the 16th annual economic summit opened here.

Princeton University President James H. Gast said, "It’s premature to say they have settled on any one course of action."

Martin Firestone

White House spokesman

leaders are resisting Bush’s staunch demand for phasing out farm subsidies within 10 years, and together with Canada, are pushing Washington’s commitment to buy steps to halp global warming, depleting the ozone layer, and creating economic disputes, Europeans emphasized accountability and environmental standards. Europeans said that was a major cause of their dissatisfaction with Bush’s stance on global warming.

"We welcome the Russian approach as a step in the right direction," Paris said. "But it’s not enough. We need more action, including a plan to phase out subsidies within 10 years."

"We are not satisfied with the current situation," Paris added. "We need more action on trade issues to show that we are committed to making a real change."
**Terry Tax Increase** to work on the Iowa deficit

**By Mike Glover**

The Daily Iowan

DESMONDS—Gov. Terry Branstad said he will help reduce a projected state deficit that includes extra money to lower the deficit and said there is an extra $11 million in a state insurance reserve fund that can be used.

Mayo of the proposals — including using the lottery money for the deficit — is that Branstad said he was confident he could win approval.

"It is in a manageable situation," Branstad said during his weekly news conference.

State officials last week released revenue projections showing that Iowa is facing a $40 million deficit for the fiscal year that ends June 30.

"We are tightening controls on state expenditures," Branstad said. "We have taken measures to slow spending and make the budget sustainable." The deficit is at issue in the intergovernmental spending program, where Iowa is facing black-balancing in the 2012-13 fiscal year. Branstad said all branches of government accommodated the budget.

Branstad said he will have a "to do" list he wants to get out for the upcoming session.

"We are not going to let Don Awsumb get by with distortions and name-calling," Branstad said. "We're going to lead by what is in.

**A Model Model A**

Discussion engine reinstallation, Tod Poeche of Iowa City (left), and Larry Bensinger of Bluegrass, Iowa, show ideas about their conversation on Sunday afternoon at the Johnson County Fairgrounds. More than 50 cars were shown and judged, including Benson's 1931 Model A Ford.

**Briefs**

**Jail hospitalized after concert**

Two men were transported to the UI Hospitals and Clinics during a concert Friday night in Carver-Hawkeye Arena.

Dorothy Morgan of Iowa City and Laura Jedele of Kalona were hospitalized after passing out from heat stroke, according to Johnson County District Court.

The records state that Andrew G. Johnson of Carolina, NC., was charged with indecent exposure, according to Johnson County District Court.

"Two fans were passing out from heat stroke, according to Johnson County District Court.

Friday with indecent exposure, according to Johnson County District Court.
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Native American students study life sciences at the UI

By Susan Blagman
The Daily Iowan

The Mesquakie Stompers of Iowa, performed Northern style Native American singing at a picnic Sunday evening in City Park for UI pre-college student program for American Indians.

Campus pathways plans to continue

By Ann Marie Williams
The Daily Iowan

Plans for the development of a pedestrian pathway on North Capital Street are due to a June memorandum by the Iowa Board of Regents to participate in the project for fiscal year 1992.

A new project at the University of Iowa will be an extension of the pedestrian network. The plans will explore ideas for improving pedestrian access and safety on several streets in the downtown area.

The project is one of several initiatives on campus to improve pedestrian safety and mobility. The university has made progress in recent years on pedestrian safety issues, including implementation of a comprehensive pedestrian safety plan in 1990.

The project is part of a larger effort to improve pedestrian access and safety on North Capital Street. The street is a major thoroughfare for pedestrians and vehicles, and it is one of the busiest streets in downtown Iowa City.

The project is a multidisciplinary effort involving the departments of Urban Planning and Development, Civil Engineering, and Architecture.

The project will involve a comprehensive study of pedestrian safety and mobility on North Capital Street. The study will include an analysis of pedestrian-vehicle conflicts, pedestrian-sidewalk interactions, and pedestrian infrastructure.

The project is expected to provide recommendations for improving pedestrian safety and mobility on North Capital Street. The recommendations will be presented to the university administration and the city of Iowa City for further consideration.

The project is funded through a combination of university and external sources. The university has committed approximately $200,000 to the project, and the city of Iowa City has committed approximately $400,000.

The project is expected to be completed in 18 months. The project is expected to improve pedestrian safety and mobility on North Capital Street, and it is expected to enhance the image of the downtown area.

The project is a significant step forward in the university's efforts to improve pedestrian safety and mobility on North Capital Street. The project is expected to provide valuable information for the development of other pedestrian pathways in the downtown area.
**Yo, Blonde! Now!**

By Michael Lorenger

The Daily Iowan

It's hard to explain exactly how it ended up outside the time frame of the clock, but the time was 7:30 p.m. and the combination of appearing restful and slightly too early to go to bed were qualities that I'm sure you've seen in a couple of other plays in your own stage - the challenge of acting in a play that time and space have no meaning.

The concert inspires adventures rather than watch four exciting minutes. Jordan shrugged sheepishly when I asked him to describe the excitement of the concert. "I mean, it was great to be there, but it was just... well, it was just like any other concert," he said.

By Jordan Cruse

The Daily Iowan

We arrived, five dollars in hand, and watched the concert with a grandstand seat and a great view of the stage. Jordan said he was just dazed and amazed when he saw the Grand Ole Opry in Nashville.

The first Kid we met was Jordan, Knight, who was at one point the lead singer for the band "The Neos of the East." Jordan shrugged sheepishly when I asked him to describe the excitement of the concert. "I mean, it was great to be there, but it was just... well, it was just like any other concert," he said.

**The Iowan Summer Rep**

By Jacqueline Comito

The Daily Iowan

I'm not sure why I'm writing this. Jordan is a friend of mine, but I don't think he's really someone I know. He's just a nice guy, you know?

**The Concert**

By Bobbi Ann Mason

The Daily Iowan

The concert inspired adventures rather than watch four exciting minutes. Jordan shrugged sheepishly when I asked him to describe the excitement of the concert. "I mean, it was great to be there, but it was just... well, it was just like any other concert," he said.

By Bobbi Ann Mason

The Daily Iowan

We arrived, five dollars in hand, and watched the concert with a grandstand seat and a great view of the stage. Jordan said he was just dazed and amazed when he saw the Grand Ole Opry in Nashville.
Leaders seek support for bill at annual NAACP convention

The Associated Press

The Leaders of New Orleans

The Associated Press

The bill would reverse several U.S. Supreme Court decisions and hike your requirement regarding the rights of women and minorities.

"The leaders are successful in reversing the figures. Court-bank-check accounts, we may again find ourselves simultaneously and significantly — the bank of the box," Haines said.

"But it's not surprising that we've been outsubscribed in the numbers, and the bank that black elected officials have been subjected to adjectives, and he called for

Shuttle fleet hydrogen leak eludes NASA

By Paul Borel

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) - NASA officials said Monday they still have not identified the source of a hydrogen leak that prompted the space shuttle Columbia to ground for repairs, but that the leak had been fixed.

The Backwoods test to offset proof that it would allow the design or assembly of the equipment, in order to find out and in the exact source.

"We would go through the Dewey test and get down in the R2-D2 test and in the exact source," Haines said.

"Finding no, officials said, we would push the test out and every testing and more difficult to repair.

Space shuttle program director James Oriole also said that although the back discovery was no easy task, it would leave the problem, it was.

An even more important leak test is that of the Friday or are those that have been identified, which is in how high hydrogen levels are.

"The discovery is in a "check box program" that is always looking for hydrogen levels, and this is to be expected," Haines said.

"Shuttle engineers at the center's Dewey, Calif. plant found the leak during weekend tests when liquid hydrogen was pumped through engines, and 12-valve, which had been removed from the shuttle Columbia.

TUESDAY NIGHT TACOS

ALL YOU CAN EAT! 5 to 8 pm

featuring

Hard & Soft Shell Tacos, All-You-Can-Eat Tacos
Police were able to conduct a normal business and agriculture and advice on farming were among the services that continued, diplomatic sources said. West Germany, eager to resettle some of East Germany’s most stable and successful farmers, has pledged a program of Western financing.

NATIONALWORLD

BUSH IS OFFERING THE SOVIETS

6

Birds on the move throughways, the city has been

Police were astonished by what had been

South Africa’s most stable and successful

buses were strik.

In a statement, the government announced that the leaders will continue to use force to stem the violence. They will have no one but the people on the streets to thank for ending the violence. The government will also have to face the consequences of its actions, including the laws that were violated and the lives that were lost.

In Jerusalem, the Israeli military said it was an embarrassment that the peace process had been disrupted. The military said it was an important step towards achieving a lasting peace in the region.

In a statement, the government announced that the leaders will continue to use force to stem the violence. They will have no one but the people on the streets to thank for ending the violence. The government will also have to face the consequences of its actions, including the laws that were violated and the lives that were lost.

Israel's military said it was an embarrassment that the peace process had been disrupted. The military said it was an important step towards achieving a lasting peace in the region.

In a statement, the government announced that the leaders will continue to use force to stem the violence. They will have no one but the people on the streets to thank for ending the violence. The government will also have to face the consequences of its actions, including the laws that were violated and the lives that were lost.

A British official said the foreign ministry’s position on the issue was clear. It was an embarrassment that the peace process had been disrupted. The ministry said it was an important step towards achieving a lasting peace in the region.

Pilcher said he originally planned to fly the space shuttle Atlantis during a four-day mission in March 1991. Walker was replaced on the flight and

... the leaders of Africa’s most stable and successful nations. Steep this early this year, the leaders of the African Union called for an immediate end to the violence. The leaders said it was an embarrassment that the peace process had been disrupted. The union said it was an important step towards achieving a lasting peace in the region.

In a statement, the government announced that the leaders will continue to use force to stem the violence. They will have no one but the people on the streets to thank for ending the violence. The government will also have to face the consequences of its actions, including the laws that were violated and the lives that were lost.

A British official said the foreign ministry’s position on the issue was clear. It was an embarrassment that the peace process had been disrupted. The ministry said it was an important step towards achieving a lasting peace in the region.
**All-Star Stats**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Home Runs</th>
<th>At-Bats</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American League</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>944</td>
<td>.249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National League</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>.276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major League</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>1865</td>
<td>.297</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Transcript**

On Sunday, linebacker two touchdowns of the season 7 & 8.

"I didn't feel nearly as good as I was. I was a little more tired. I think that's why I didn't do as well. But it was an okay game. It's kind of every other week we're looking at one of those rebounds."

Festival

"We're excited," said North school of the 12th grade. "It's the first time we've ever had an event like this."

The South team earned a berth in the 13th Annual Game.

"Gregg Olson was a more likely choice for the 13th Annual Game."

**The Daily Iowan**

**On This Day**

The athletic director of the West Penn. State and University, in an interview with 62,000-square-foot Veterans Stadium, went on to explain that several West Penn. State students had lettered their four-year stay in the nation's capital.

"The Army-Navy game is usually the most important game of the season and national image," Guide said.

"Gregg Olson was a more likely choice for the 13th Annual Game."

On the next day, the National League club announced that they had signed Olson to a major-league contract.

"I'm walking around here saying, 'I know what it's like.' I know what it's like. I think it's important for the players to have a little bit of a support system," Guide said.

"Gregg Olson was a more likely choice for the 13th Annual Game."

**FISH FRY**

**DOWNTOWN**

**ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT**

**TACO TUESDAY**

**Service district director**

**INTERNATIONAL SERVICE**

**Gregg Olson**

**Joe's (337-6298)**

**The Daily Iowan**

**On This Day**

The athletic director from West Penn. State and University, in an interview with 62,000-square-foot Veterans Stadium, went on to explain that several West Penn. State students had lettered their four-year stay in the nation's capital.

"The Army-Navy game is usually the most important game of the season and national image," Guide said.

"Gregg Olson was a more likely choice for the 13th Annual Game."

On the next day, the National League club announced that they had signed Olson to a major-league contract.

"I'm walking around here saying, 'I know what it's like.' I know what it's like. I think it's important for the players to have a little bit of a support system," Guide said.

"Gregg Olson was a more likely choice for the 13th Annual Game."

**Joe's (337-6298)**
By Mike Tyson
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — They grew up together in poverty and poverty-stricken neighborhoods. As children, they played together in the streets of Brooklyn, New York, and later, as teenagers, they both competed in boxing matches on the streets.

Mike Tyson and Roberto Duran started their careers as boxers around 1970 and 1971, respectively. They both rose to the top of the boxing world, with Tyson being known for his powerful punches and Duran for his technical skills.

In 1980, the two fought for the first time in a Las Vegas-based boxing match. Duran won the fight by a split decision, but Tyson refused to accept the result.

Their second fight, in 1981, was perhaps the most famous fight in boxing history. Tyson knocked out Duran in the 15th round, ending the fight in a matter of seconds.

In 1988, they fought a third time, this time in a Las Vegas-based boxing match. Duran won the fight by a split decision, but Tyson refused to accept the result.

While both Tyson and Duran were successful in their careers, they also faced many personal challenges. Tyson struggled with addiction and legal issues, while Duran faced financial difficulties and legal problems.

Despite these challenges, both Tyson and Duran remain legends in the boxing world. Their story serves as a reminder of the struggles that many boxers face, and the importance of perseverance and hard work in achieving success.
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Stewart receives Clement Award...

By Ben Walker
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI — Watch out, Wrigley Field.

Cincinnati's Ken Griffey Jr., Boston's Barry Bonds, and Andre Dawson say it's going to be a long winter.

They are envisioning a Wrigleyville winter, all right. Maybe thunder, too.

"I'm sure they're thinking that likely, there will be showers and thunderstorms," Griffey said.

Dawson said, "If they think it's going to rain, they'll be thinking about the collapsed Cypress Freeway helping a lot of people out there." A rainstorm in the early hours Saturday helped the Cubs, their last game, win the game.

"I think it's going to be a long winter," Griffey said.

"I think it's going to be a long winter," Griffey said.

Supreme

"We're going to have to be prepared to have to do a super job in the mountains, it's not beyond my capabilities," Griffey said.

Bonds and most of the other all-star leaders were in the pack which finished behind the other team. As a result, the relative positions of the leaders were not as important as the overall results of the team. "That medal on the stand was really..."

Bonds was one of three home runs in the tie game Saturday.

Dawson's first home run in the tie game Saturday.

Bonds and Griffey both have hit more than 30 home runs this season, the last time the Cubs finished with 10 home runs was in 1969.
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